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Discover how to define a customer's real priorities before starting a project; determine if the 
scope, budget, and schedule are on track; and write acceptance criteria that serve both the 

customer's and your needs. Explore real-world examples of successful projects.



Overview

1. Project Priorities

2. Managing

3. Acceptance Criteria

Successful projects are hard – don’t pretend otherwise



1) Understand Priorities
 Start with Why it’s to be done, not What’s to be done

 The impact the project will have
 The context of the project within the organization
 Who is the true project sponsor
 Who else is involved

SalesMarketing

Management

Production

Support

Accounting



KeyView:
Schedule

Manage Using the Priorities
 These three objectives often seem to stretch against each other

 Before starting work, FORCE the project sponsor to prioritize these, 1st, 2nd, 3rd

 Saying they are “all important” DOES NOT COUNT

 Not clarifying this substantially increases your risk of failure
 Meet regularly with sponsor to determine if priorities have changed

 Communicate to all team members – framework for decisions

Schedule Budget

Scope (Quality)



2) Management
 Project Management vs. Project Management

 Business Relationship management
 Customer Advocate role
 Business processes & communication
 May be your organization’s most capable person

 Management vs. Leadership Roles

Visionary & Integrator



Training
 Project Management Institute – PMP designation

 HBR – Project Management Topic

 Political aspects - skills required
 Intuition
 Consensus seeking
 Engagement

 Communication
 Verbal, written, visual, non-verbal



3) Acceptance Criteria
 This is what gets you the next project, so start here

 Define the acceptance criteria for each use case and work back from that

 Ensure they are measurable

 Tangible will usually get done, what about intangible?
 Uptime
 Training & operation
 Software update process
 Service & support process

 Software may require more than hardware

 Make sure they serve YOU and the customer



Focus on Outcomes Not Methodologies

 Monitor strategic items in addition to tactical

 Business process communications

 Software may require more active management than hardware
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Knowledge Management System
 Ensure all info & documentation is available everywhere

 Hundreds of collaboration packages & tools

 Customer, integrator, hybrid

 Different reporting for different participants
 Time consuming, but big ROI
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Hybrid Approach to PM
 Risk centric model

 Definition phase
 Outcomes and use cases
 Unknowns and risks
 Consider project priorities
 Then define requirements – proportional to risks

 Development phase
 Use agile development – prioritize higher risks

 Risk assessments
 Customer, sponsor
 Time consuming
 Iterations
 Culture



Final Thoughts
• A day at the start of a project is worth just as much as a day at the end

• Start aggressively, track schedule honestly

• Don’t jump to solutioning
• The PM is not everyone’s friend
• Frequent, skilled communication is REQUIRED

• If you don’t have this – get it

• THIS is where the customer comes first

“Rome wasn’t built in a day”


